Abstract. The compounds of the family (DT-TTF) 4 [M(L) 2 ] 3 where M=Au, Cu and for L=pds, pdt have related structures and present a series of 1 st and 2 nd order phase transitions within a semiconducting regime which were studied by electrical transport and X-ray diffraction experiments.
INTRODUCTION
We have recently described a charge transfer salt (DT-TTF) 4 [Au(pds) 2 ] 3 based on the organic donor DT-TTF and the gold bispyrazinediselenide anion, Au(pds) 2 -, which besides its unusual stoichiometry and crystal structure, presents a series of phase transitions [1] . The first one at T c2 =232 K is of second order and the second one is of first order with a large hysteresis in the range T c1 ≈100-150 K. These unusual properties stimulated us to study analogous compounds with Au or Cu complexes of selenated (pds) or sulphurated (pdt) ligands [2, 3] . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystals of (DT-TTF) 4 [2, 3] . While the Au compound presents at room temperature a triclinic crystal structure (z=1), [1] the structure refinement of the two Cu compounds, performed at 233 K, show a monoclinic lattice (z=4), with a structure closely related to that of the Au compound but with the doubling of two unit cell parameters (see Table 1 ). 
The electrical conductivity and thermopower measurements in single crystals of the Cu compounds ( Figs. 1 and 2) show a phase transition with an hysteresis similar to that previously observed in the Au compound between 130 and 210 K, but in slightly different temperature ranges: 220-250 K for the Cu(pdt) 2 salt and 80-150 K for the Cu(pds) 2 one. In the Cu(pdt) 2 salt this hysteresis is less pronounced (see inset of fig. 1 ) but there is another anomaly at ~140 K seen as a bump in the plot of fig 1. During this transition the electrical conductivity tends to increase upon cooling and the actual transition temperature depends on the rate of cooling. This is indicative of a sluggish crystal structure transformation. In the Cu compounds, even when subjected to warming up until close to the decomposition temperature ≈400 K, there is no sign of the 2 nd order phase transition observed in the Au compound at 235 K. X-ray diffuse scattering studies of (DT-TTF) 4 [Au(pds) 2 ] 3 show that below the high temperature transition at T c2 =238 K satellite reflections appear at the reduced wave vector q=b*/2+c*/2, which corresponds to a doubling of the lattice in the b and c directions. By this transition the Au(pds) 2 compound becomes analogue to the Cu(pds) 2 one. X-ray diffraction patterns below T c1 show strong structural modifications, which are mainly characterized by the appearance of new satellite reflections located at q=(?,b*/4,?) (using the room temperature crystallographic parameters). This corresponds to a new doubling of the cell parameter b. The intensity of the additional reflections is quite strong suggesting that this transition, probably purely structural, involves significant atomic displacements. Concerning the Cu(pds) 2 system, strong modifications of the high temperature structure are observed below T c1~2 00 K. They are mainly characterised by the occurrence of satellite reflections located at q=(?,0.4 c*,?) [4] . This transition recalls the one observed in the Au(pds) 2 system. However in the present case, the structural modulation seems to be incommensurate.
